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general considerations

• treating a patient in the curative setting is blind by definition; adjuvant treatment efficacy can be 
assessed only at a distant point in the future, based on whether the tumor recurred

• risk–benefit assessments in the curative setting are not straightforward, and a drug showing 
improved DFS alone may not always be in patients' best interests.

• there is a guarantee that treatment in this context will impair quality of life (QOL); in the 
absence of cancer and cancer symptoms, it is not possible for treatment to improve QOL

• in an adjuvant setting, we are necessarily overtreating several patients, which is justified only if 
there is improvement in overall survival (OS) rates

• the therapeutic burden of adjuvant treatment in the modern era has become substantial, and it 
can be justified only if survival is improved

Bishal Gyawali and Christopher Booth, ASCO Daily News, Nov. 10, 2021 



definition of endpoints
- critical discussion of patient centred and scientific value of endpoints
- pro`s and con`s



Amanda Delgado et al., Am J Cancer Res 2021;11(4):1121-1131



Saad et al., Cancers 2020, 12, 3442; doi:10.3390/cancers12113442
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what are patients desires? 

• cure
• to live without evidence of disease
• to avoid unnecessary and toxic, harmful treatments
• to retain good quality of life

• to prolong life
• to prevent and reduce symptoms



methodological ambiguities

• PFS and DFS are radiological parameters – dependency from quality of equipment, interval of
examinations and expertise of examiner

• treatment beyond progression and cross over
• dilution of effect through later lines

• Duration of treatment meaningful factor of influence

what is the real magnitude of the benefit?

• ….concerning patient factors? (heterogeneity in age, comorbidities etc.) 

• ….concerning common practice? (therapy length, intensity)
• ….concerning health systems? (supply, service…influence on endpoints?)



Bishal Gyawali and Christopher Booth, ASCO Daily News, Nov. 10, 2021 



• length of adjuvant treatment: will continious treatment raise the risk of regrowth of TKI resistant
tumor cells and thus untargetable progression? 

• could such development interfear with the original aim of enhancing survival?

Suda K., Transl Lung Cancer Res 2019;8(Suppl 4):S395-S399/Addeo et al., The Oncologist2021;26:266–268  



Disease Free Survival (DFS) – good surrogate
…but not always
- reminder of caution
- there are examples of failed trials



DSF vs. pCR vs. OS…blinding the old with the new…



Endpoints other than overall survival (OS):

• was the right primary question posed?

• delaying of relapse with EGFR TKI already known (Erlotinib/Gefitinib)– DFS as primary endpoint
hence a sure bet

• we assume a huge benefit over the first gen. EGFR inhibitors – why weren`t they the control
group to dedicate the real improvement

• patterns of relapse? (sympomatic or asymptomatic) – immature, e.g. CNS mets., benefit obvious, 
but understaging by use of CT scans?   

Dialogue between Hanna N., and Vogl S., Lung Cancer, Sep. 21, 2020 



• Marketing as reason to hold back hard weighing information? – shouldn`t we connect the
approval and reimbursement to provision of relevant data

• will trial designs be adjusted to really reach or at least check on OS? (avoiding early unblinding
and cross over dilution effects?)

• DFS-trials much cheaper to perform than long lasting OS ones – "capitalist view point" 

• shoudn`t we spare an expensive and long lasting treatment that maybe just delays recurrence, 
since we just don`t know about OS, and save it for the relapse?

• quality of life during treatment?

• impact on design of future trials? DFS in adjuvant and PFS in metastatic trials artificial and not 
meaningful for patients?    

Dialogue between Hanna N., and Vogl S., Lung Cancer, Sep. 21, 2020 



Zhong W. et al., J Clin Oncol 39:713-722. 2020 DeMatteo R. et al., Lancet 2009; 373: 1097–104 



Gyawali et al., EClinicalMedicine 32 (2021) 100730 

given the moderate, but not significant, correlation between treatment effects in EFS and OS, EFS may not 
be suitable as a regulatory endpoint for traditional approval but maybe considered for accelerated approval



Pond G., September-October 2015, CancerWorld



sequence
- what treatment to apply in case of failure on, or progression after, adjuvant anti-
EGFR or checkpoint-inhibitor therapy..?
- do we waist our options or opportunities prematurely..? 



…and after Osimertinib?

Aredo J., Cancer Treatment and Research Communications 30 (2022) 100497



…and after Osimertinib?

Shu CA et al., ESMO Congress 2021, Abstract 1193MO



…and after Osimertinib?

Qingli Cui et al., Frontiers in Pharmacology, January 2022, Volume 12, Article 74670



…and after Osimertinib?

Cho BC, et al. J Thorac Oncol 2022;17(suppl):Abstr MA07.08 Lim SM, et al. J Thorac Oncol 2022;17(suppl):Abstr MA07.09



Reck M. et al., Lancet Respir Med 2019; 7: 387–401

…and after Osimertinib?



…and after Osimertinib?

Ramalingam S. et al., N Engl J Med 2020;382:41-50 



…and after immunotherapy: Re-Challenge?

Levra M. et al., Lung Cancer 140 (2020) 99–106
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…and after immunotherapy: Re-Challenge?



Herbst R. et al., Journal of Clinical Oncology 38, no. 14 (May 10, 2020) 1580-1590.

…and after immunotherapy: Re-
Challenge?



Waterhouse D. et al., J Clin Oncol 38:3863-3873 
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4.1%
(95%CI 40.1, 56.2)

Lu S, et al. Ann Oncol 2022;33(suppl):Abstr LBA58
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side effects
- what does a year/3-year treatment phase mean to patients concerning quality of life..?
- do side effects justify those therapies..?
- what do the patients want..? 



Quality of life during prolonged disease free period?... time to deterioration (TTD)

Majem et al., Clin Cancer Res 2022;28:2286–96
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Ethan Basch, N ENGL J MED 362;10 nejm.org march 11, 2010 



Bever A. et al., European Respiratory Journal 2021; 58: Suppl. 65, PA2190

Canadian survivors of stage Ib to IIIa lung cancer, who participated in web-
based semi-structured interviews in early 2021. 

Most participants viewed DFS as intrinsically relevant to their treatment 
priorities

All participants emphasized that new treatments should be quickly approved 
based on DFS when OS data are not yet available

Conclusions: DFS as a meaningful from the perspective of lung cancer survivors and 
highlight patients’ desire for rapid approval of treatments that have been demonstrated to 
improve DFS



and now….? 

• obvious solution not visible…

• attempt to compromise other surrogate markers than overall survival failed refering to current
available data…

• have to honestly admit that there seems to be a correlation between pCR or DFS for instance
with OS

• …but how do those early surrogates matter…?

• don`t we deny substantial knowledge closing trials early after reaching the first available and 
predicatble end point…? Why do we accept them while still suffering doubts?

• do we really resist industrial lobbying..?   



thx


